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COVID-19 DIAMOND
DISTRICT BUSINESS
RECOVERY REPORT
Our latest report on the coronavirus
pandemic and the resulting economic
damage offers the latest information about
where to go for help, and ways you can help
your business move forward despite these
difficult circumstances.
Continued on page 8

MANNY GORDON, BELOVED
DIAMOND DEALER AND
INDUSTRY VETERAN, DIES AT 79
Diamond industry veterans around the world and especially within
New York’s 47th Street Diamond District are mourning the loss of
beloved diamond dealer, Emanuel “Manny” Gordon, who succumbed
to COVID-19 on April 7 at the age of 79.
Continued on page 6
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,
Should I lie and say the news is all good? If sunshine is the best
disinfectant, then we’d be well served to just put it all out there:
Good news may be around the corner… we just don’t know how
many more blocks we still have to walk.
The government’s slash and burn response to the COVID-19
pandemic has done immeasurable damage to the world economy.
Whether these decisions prove correct or not, because the
diamond trade relies on unobstructed global supply streams to
function smoothly, many expect the aftermath of COVID-19 on
our industry will be brutal.
But brutal is not lethal. As we’ve said again and again on this page,
no other industry is as inextricably linked as ours to the illogical whims of human nature and emotion.
Our specie’s innate attraction to beauty and sentiment is sometimes its Achilles heel, and always the
source of limitless energy powering our trade and our district.
Don’t shoot the messenger, but the news you’ll find on the following pages won’t be pretty. It isn’t
here for shock value, rather because it’s the news of the day and we aim to inform. But when searching
for hopeful stories to share, we didn’t come up emptyhanded.
Take the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) program, for instance. The first round of funding
revealed the greed of many large corporate heavyweights, who, aided by lazy bankers and shoddy
legislation, leveraged their size and muscle to deplete the CARES ACT trough within days of
its creation.
Until a widespread wave of anger led many to return the money. The second round of funding just
released comes with added stringencies to ensure better access for small businesses.
It is tragic that so many Americans are newly unemployed. But there’s reason to believe most will be
back to work sooner than expected. Plus, many more do have jobs are they’re eager to release their
pent-up consumer demand.
“Online fatigue” is real. It’s what happens when cooped up, socially distanced consumers realize how
much they miss real faces, real places, and real interactions. Any social trend that involves customers
who crave to see, touch and admire real merchandise is a great opportunity for real retailers.
Newton proved that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. If the laws of physics
and the severity of our current condition are any indication, then our industry has much reason to
expect that an extremely positive reaction is coming our way. We just have to hang on until it does.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig

ATTENTION:

Diamond District Property & Business Owners
IMPORTANT COVID-19 INFORMATION
The 47th Street Diamond District is one of the most heavily concentrated commercial
districts in New York City. Nearly 2,600 small businesses operate on this one street.
As the COVID-19 crisis plays out, the Diamond District Partnership’s IMMEDIATE concern
is to help you:
1) Preserve the health and safety of you and your employees
2) Preserve the financial health and stability of your business

To receive accurate, up-to-date information about COVID-19, specific to the
Diamond District, please send email with the word “COVID-19” in the subject line
to: covid19@diamonddistrict.org
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IN THE NEWS
Hong Kong Trade Development
Council Postpones 2020 Jewelry
Shows until August
Hong Kong
Trade Development
Council (HKTDC)
has rescheduled
two of the jewelry
industry’s most
important annual
trade shows to
August 2020.
The HKTDC Hong Kong International Diamond,
Gem & Pearl Show 2020 and the HKTDC Hong Kong
International Jewelry Show 2020 were originally
scheduled to take place in Hong Kong in May 2020.
According to a statement posted on the HKTDC
website, the postponement is due to concerns for safety
and the overwhelming hardship overseas exhibitors and
buyers may be subjected to due to Hong Kong’s policy
of Compulsory Quarantine of Persons Arriving at Hong
Kong from Foreign Places Regulation.
Pending any further issues associated with COVID-19,
the twin fairs will be held at AsiaWorld-Expo between
August 3rd and 6th.
SOURCE: INSTORE

Dominion Diamond Mines Ducks
Creditors Through Bankruptcy Filing

Dominion Diamond Mines in Canada Image courtesy of Bloomberg News
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Complications
related to strict social
distancing protocols
in the mining industry
during the coronavirus pandemic have
claimed an early
victim: Dominion
Diamond Mines ULC.

in Antwerp, Belgium, have been closed due to the
pandemic. However, $180 million of the company’s
inventory is trapped due to travel and business
restrictions imposed by Canada, India and Belgium.
Even before the pandemic, the diamond business was
already under strain due to trade tensions and declining
marriage rates among millennials. Now, in addition to
devastating global diamond markets, the pandemic has
triggered a domino-effect of shutting mines, processing
centers, auctions and retail operations.
According to Dominion’s Chief Financial Officer
Kristal Kaye, these pervasive industry problems, along
with its monthly obligations to pay large cash fees for its
interests in one of its mines, contributed to Dominion’s
liquidity crisis.
SOURCE: Wall Street Journal

Rolex and Tudor Unwind Plans to
Unveil 2020 Models
Call it a case
of bad timing.
Most years, Rolex
dominates the start
of the Baselworld
news cycle by
unveiling the year’s
new watch models.
Other brands,
Photo courtesy of www.watchpro.com
meanwhile, wait
patiently for collectors, retailers and industry to look
their way.
But this year is not like most years. Thanks to the
coronavirus pandemic, Baselworld, the world’s biggest
watch trade fair, is on hiatus, and the entire Swiss watch
industry along with most of the developed world is still
in lockdown, awaiting the go-ahead to emerge.
Still, in a March announcement from Rolex and Tudor
to their authorized dealers and media, plans to reveal
the 2020 collections on April 30 were still on pace. As
sunnier predictions of face-to-face presentations taking
place at the end of April evaporated, came a revised plan
and assurances to retailers that the new watches would
be revealed online at Rolex.com and Tudorwatch.com.
Alas, that plan, too, is no more.

After shutting
down mining operations to maintain social-distancing
protocols, the company, which operates in Canada’s
Northwest Territories, announced in April that it is
seeking protection under the Companies’ Creditors
Arrangement Act, Canada’s version of chapter 11.

In statement from Rolex, the renowned watchmaker
said the reason for the indefinite postponement was “to
protect people by avoiding gatherings and one-to-one
meetings.” As for when the watches would be released,
the company admitted that “We have presently not
defined a new timing for our release; we will get back to
you in due time with further information.”

According to the announcement, while Dominion
still has strong diamond inventory, its Indian sorting
and processing operations in Mumbai and its sales center

“Our priority at this time is to stand by people and
to bring help and support in the best way possible. As
such we are focusing on supporting our partners and
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collaborating with several organizations that are working
to fight Covid-19,” the statement concludes.
Following suit, Patek Philippe has since revealed that it has
postponed the launch of its entire 2020 line-up until 2021.
SOURCE: www.watchpro.com

De Beers Announces Dramatic Cuts to
Planned Production
After 11 years of
gradual increases,
De Beers has reduced
its projected full-year
production by 7
million carats—its
lowest output since
2009. The dramatic
change is directly
A truck hauling ore at the Jwaneng mine
Image Courtesy of De Beers
related to the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on mining activity and
consumer traffic in key markets.
The miner’s original projection for 2020 was to be
32 million to 34 million carats. The revised production
forecast for 2020 is now between 25 million and
27 million carats.
Rough-diamond production for the first quarter of
2020 slipped 1% to 7.8 million carats, roughly in line with
the previous year. However, the coronavirus shutdown
measures were not implemented at the miner’s sites
until the end of the period, and had a limited impact
on output, De Beers said.
In 2009, the company slashed production by 49% to
24.6 million carats for the year when the global economic
slowdown hit diamond demand.
SOURCE: Rapaport News

Amazon Prime Day Preempted by
COVID-19
After creating
an annual event that
is close to becoming
a new national
holiday, Amazon has
announced that it is
postponing Prime Day
until at least August.
Amazon started its Prime Day marketing event in 2015
to boost sales during the summer shopping lull. Though
Amazon never publishes the date of Prime Day far in
advance, once revealed, millions of customers in 18
countries count the days until they can take advantage
of scores of impossibly discounted products ranging
dozens of categories including electronics, jewelry,
diamonddistrict.org

apparel, and household products.
Amazon is typically opaque on its revenue from the
annual, 48-hour promotion, though 2019 company filings
indicate over $2 billion in Prime Day sales contributed by
Amazon’s thousands of independent merchants. Many
of these third-party merchants depend on Amazon’s
platform for revenue and the postponement is a looming
threat to many as a possible loss of major revenue.
While Amazon has been vague on its reasons for
the postponement, industry pundits place the blame
squarely on COVID-19, which has positioned Amazon
as the retailer of necessity for a nation of shut-ins. Since
the pandemic materialized, the company has redirected
its priorities from marketing to filling a tidal wave of
orders for household staples and other “essential”
products. The company has also recently weathered
several demonstrations by some Amazon warehouse
workers fearful of contagion.
SOUCE: Reuters

Jewelry Retail and Trade Sinks 4% for
First Quarter
The number of jewelry businesses operating
in the US fell 4.2% year
on year to 24,280 in
the first quarter as exits
from the industry more
than doubled, according
to data from the Jewelers Board of Trade (JBT).
The number of companies leaving the sector rose to
323 for the quarter, from 125 in the same period of 2019,
the JBT’s figures showed. The number of new businesses
declined 19% to 46.
The impact of the COVID-19 shutdowns will mainly
be reflected in the second quarter, as there’s a lag
between the drop in revenues and bankruptcy filings,
JBT president Erich Jacobs told Rapaport News in an
interview earlier this month. In the first quarter, six jewelry
companies entered bankruptcy, including five retailers —
the same numbers the organization recorded a
year earlier.
SOURCE: Rapaport News

JBT Reports Stunning Rise in First
Quarter Jewelry Retail Closings
According to a report
by the Jewelers Board of
Trade (JBT), 265 U.S.
jewelry retailers closed
Continued on page 8
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Manny Gordon, Beloved Diamond Dealer
and Industry Veteran, Dies at 79
Diamond industry veterans around the world and especially within New York’s 47th Street Diamond District
are mourning the loss of beloved diamond dealer, Emanuel “Manny” Gordon, who succumbed to COVID-19 on
April 7 at the age of 79.
Gordon was born in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, the youngest of 8 children.
He began his career as a traveling salesman for GC&G before going on to train
and subsequently work with his brother-in-law, the late William Goldberg,
at the famed diamond dealer’s jewelry house, William Goldberg Diamonds.
In 1984, Gordon opened Manny Gordon Trading, and worked alongside
his daughter Patrice and son Josh until his death.
Members of the Goldberg family described Gordon as “a man of
exceptional integrity, great kindness and generosity,” adding that
“Whenever [Manny] walked into a room, he made everyone feel special
and loved—there was nothing he wouldn’t do for the people he loved.”
Manny Gordon was preceded in death by brothers Eli and Shimon, and
sisters Gertrude and Beatrice. He is survived by his wife, Stephanie; four
children, Patrice, Isa, Josh and Noah; one granddaughter, Madyson;
one brother, Sidney; and two sisters, Lili and Beverly.

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!
Reputable
Metal
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JEWELRY INDUSTRY GROUPS CREATE
COVID-19 SUPPORT NETWORK
A number of trade groups, including The Jeweler Support Network,
created by the American Gem Society (AGS) and the Diamond
Producers Association (DPA), among others, have joined together
to support small jewelry businesses amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
To provide assistance to independent and family-owned
companies the group has launched a new consumer website,
www.supportyourlocaljeweler.com, which provides information
about local jewelers and supporting small businesses.
Retailers will have access to free webinars, legal support, human-resources counsel, and state and regional
resources for their area as well as free educational and support information at www.jewelersupportnetwork.
com. The network will also help retailers create advertising campaigns as they reopen for business.
“The COVID-19 outbreak has created not just a global health crisis, but also an economic crisis,
particularly for small businesses across the country,” DPA CEO David Kellie said. “Local, family-owned
jewelry stores have been hit hard and need our support. The industry needs to come together to help
sustain independent jewelers through this tough time.”
SOURCE: Rapaport News

POSTPONED BASELWORLD 2020 EXHIBITORS
TICKED OFF ABOUT REFUND RUNAROUND
Angry Baselworld 2020 exhibitors vow to not back down after
Baselworld 2020 organizer MCH Group rebuffed their demands for
a full refund. The famed annual watch show scheduled for April 2020
was postponed until January 2021 due to the coronavirus outbreak.
Exhibitors cite conflicts with a number of other shows exhibitors also
attend, including the Miami Beach Antique Show, Italy’s VicenzaOro fair
and the Tucson Gem Show, and are furious over not being consulted
before a new date was selected.
Photo courtesy of www.baselworld.com

Adding fuel to the fire, MCH refuses to issue full refunds, instead offering
a choice between an 85% credit toward the 2021 show, or a 30% cash refund and 40% credit combination.
Either option requires exhibitors to forfeit between 15% to 30% of the fees paid for the canceled 2020 show.
A letter to MCH undersigned by 68 companies fumed that “None of us were consulted about the
new dates,” and “The new show timing poses an immense conflict and stress for many Basel buyers and
exhibitors as there are three other important shows at this time of year. As a consequence, we should be
able to cancel our participation...for a full refund.”
MCH is holding firm to its decision claiming its refund policy goes well beyond the terms of its exhibitor
contract. Some fear that MCH’s failure to further compromise may prove to be the end of Baselworld.
SOURCE: Rapaport News

diamonddistrict.org
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Paycheck Protection Program
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) was touted as the Small Business Administration’s
most straightforward and easy-to-access economic aid program to date.
Instead, millions of desperate small business owners were denied quick access to short-term
financial stability by faulty information, limited capacity, and paper-thin safeguards that
allowed large employers to legally deplete most of the $350 billion PPP funding within
days, if not hours, after SBA-approved lenders began to accept applications.
There’s hope that the second round of PPP of funding will go further to help America’s
small businesses. The following Q&A was compiled to alleviate some of the confusion and
frustration surrounding the Paycheck Protection Program:
Q. How do I apply for the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)?
A. E
 ither online or over the phone with a small-business owner’s bank or a non-bank lender. Up to
5,000 SBA-approved lending institutions—from large-scale banks such as JPMorgan Chase to
smaller commercial banks and non-bank lenders—are participating in the program.
Q. When does repayment begin for the PPP?
A. P
 ayments for portions of the loan that were not forgiven after being applied to eligible costs begin
no later than six months after the loan begins and may be repaid over two years at an interest rate
of 1%.
Q. How is the loan amount calculated?
A.Any business of fewer than 500 employees that existed before Feb. 15 can access a forgivable PPP
loan of up to $10 million, although the loan amount is calculated as being two and a half times the
average total monthly payroll cost for each individual business. Borrowers must certify that they will
use the PPP loan for the eligible costs, which are:
• Payroll (up to $100,000 per employee).
• Mortgage payments (pre–Feb. 15).
• Rent payments (pre–Feb. 15).
• Utility payments, including for gas, water, heat, electricity, telephone and internet access.
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Q. May third-party agents be used to apply for the loans?
A. No. While a business owner may work with their accountant to advise on the application process,
they may not apply online through a third party. Please note, because applications are processed
and approved on a first-come, first-served basis, any delay or confusion that may occur by relying
on a third party could delay approval.
Q. What’s the time frame for getting the PPP?
A: Time frames vary. Much comes down to the small-business owner’s banking relationships and the
competency of individual banks. Some business owners already have received money; others are
still seeking notice that their application has been processed.
Q. I am an S corporation, and its sole employee. I pay myself a salary. Do I qualify for PPP?
A: Yes. Those who file their tax form as an S corporation are eligible.
Q. Can PPP finds be used to pay rent?
A: Y
 es. One-quarter of the PPP loan money that goes toward rent or mortgages signed before
Feb. 15 can be forgiven.
Q. How much of the funds from PPP can be applied to mortgage or rent?
A: No more than 25% of the forgivable portion of the loan may be used for non-payroll costs,
which include rent and mortgage payments.
Q. Does rent mean real estate only, or does that extend to equipment under rent or lease?
A: Rented physical space qualifies for loan forgiveness and utilities includes internet, phone, gas
and electricity. However, SBA has not yet been entirely clear if the “rent” includes rented equipment
for the business. Many lenders are still awaiting more explicit guidance on qualified expenses
going forward.
Q. Can PPP be used to pay contract employees, and will this expense be considered a part of
payroll and thus forgiven?
A: Yes. Payments to independent contractors for services are included in the loan amount. Also,
business owners who operate as independent contractors or as sole proprietors are eligible; they
just need to provide payroll tax filings documenting the data.
Q. What if my bank is not lending for this program?
A: Unfortunately, you will need to find another SBA-approved bank to make the loans.
Q.What if we use the money to pay employees, but after eight weeks, the business still cannot
support all our employees? Do we lay them off again? Do you still get debt relief for the eight
weeks we paid the employees?
A: In terms of the first eight weeks, you apply for the loan and then you apply for forgiveness once
the funds are allocated. You have to go back to your lender and apply to have those funds forgiven.
It is not clear what happens after eight weeks.
Continued on page 12
diamonddistrict.org
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PANDEMIC UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE
WHAT IS PUA?

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) is a new Federal program that is part of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act. PUA provides financial assistance for Americans who are unable to work due to the
coronavirus pandemic but do not qualify for traditional unemployment insurance (UI).

WHO SHOULD APPLY?

You should apply if you are unable to work as a result of
the coronavirus pandemic and any of the following apply
to you:
• Self-employed New Yorkers;
• Independent contractors;
• New Yorkers who worked for an app-based company
(i.e. “gig workers”)
• Farmers;
• Those diagnosed with COVID-19 or who have COVD-19
symptoms and are seeking a diagnosis;
• Those living with a household member who has been
diagnosed with COVID-19;
• Those providing care for a family or household member
diagnosed with COVID-19;
• A primary caregiver for a child unable to attend school
or another facility due to COVID-19;
• Those unable to reach their place of employment due
to an imposed quarantine or because they have been
advised by a medical provider to self-quarantine due to
COVID-19;
• Those scheduled to commence new employment
that cannot reach their workplace as a direct result of
COVID-19;
• Those who became a major breadwinner because the
head of their household died from COVID-19;
• Those who quit their job as a direct result of COVID-19;
• Those whose place of employment closed as a direct
result of COVID-19;
• Those with insufficient work history and affected by
COVID-19; and
• New Yorkers otherwise not qualified for regular or
extended UI benefits and affected by COVID-19. For
more information on eligibility, click here.

WHAT WILL I RECEIVE?

If you qualify for PUA, your benefit rate will be based on
your recent earnings. You will also receive an additional
$600 per week until 7/31/2020.
(04/20/20)
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HOW DO I APPLY?

DOL has launched an updated, streamlined online
application that allows New Yorkers to apply for either
traditional UI or PUA, depending on their eligibility. You
do not have to complete a separate application for PUA.

THE BEST WAY TO APPLY IS ONLINE:
• Visit unemployment.labor.ny.gov
• The application will determine which program — UI or
PUA — you should be applying for and then prompt you
to answer program-specific questions
• DOL will process your application and contact you if
any additional information is needed
IF YOU CANNOT APPLY ONLINE, YOU CAN APPLY ON
THE PHONE:
• Call 1-888-209-8124
• Use the automated phone system to apply
• DOL will process your application and contact you if
any additional information is needed
WHAT IF I’VE ALREADY APPLIED FOR PUA?
• If you’ve already applied for PUA, you do not need to
take any action
• If DOL needs additional information, a representative
will contact you

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I SUBMITTED AN
APPLICATION BUT AM UNSURE OF ITS
STATUS?

You can check the status of your claim online by logging
into your NY.Gov account on the DOL website. If you see
it is still pending, no action is required; we have added
thousands of DOL representatives who are working
seven days a week to process your claim as quickly as
possible. If you see it has been denied, fill out the PUA
application link that is in your account mailbox; if there is
no link in your mailbox, fill out a new PUA application.

The New York State Department of Labor is an Equal Opportunity Employer/Program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities.
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What’s Next for the Jewelry Industry?
Younger Consumers Have a Post COVID-19 Plan
We often discuss next generation consumers in the pages of Diamond District
Monthly. These younger generations are typically referred to as Millennials and
Generation Z (Gen Z). While great resources have been invested over the past
decade to discern the consumer behaviors of these two very different age cohorts,
clearly little is known about how their non-traditional buying habits will translate
into a post-COVID-19 world.
As reported by Rob Bates of JCKOnline, the early findings of a study by MVI
Marketing conducted through a series of interviews with “next generation”
consumers, reveals that the social distancing and enforced isolation of the present
lockdown protocols is drawing these younger consumers to better recognize the
value of social bonds.
The feedback from a 31-year-old Tennessee woman, according to the JCK interview, is that “I will feel more
appreciative of my family and my friends.”
27-year-old Jennifer, from Arcadia, California, feels that this experience will “strengthen a lot of relationships
and help [people] realize how much they need each other.” Others say this period of social isolation has
reminded them of the importance of family functions and pledge to attend more often.
MVI Marketing chief executive officer Marty Hurwitz explained to Mr. Bates that he was motivated to
conduct these interviews following his daughter’s engagement last month. He found the group of next
generation consumers very well-aware and forthcoming about their feelings since the novel coronavirus
pandemic came to fore. “We really got a sense that emotional attachments are what people are missing
right now,” said Hurwitz.
Those emotional attachments, or rather lack of, left Hurwitz with the sense that we can expect a possible
boom in engagements and marriages as the crisis begins to wane. “I think there is going to be a reaffirmation
of traditional bonds.” He predicts this trend to occur among all varieties of couples, traditional and
untraditional alike. He anticipates “the way people will solidify a bond will look different,” but feels
certain overall that “there will be a greater move toward personal commitment.”
Hurwitz described to JCK that he feels these trends represents an opportunity for the jewelry business.
When the mindset of large population segments are feeling sentimental, jewelry, the most traditionally
“emotionally driven” product of all, is certain to see a dramatic increase in demand.
He warns, however, that many of these newly sentimental, next generation consumers may still look beyond
standard jewelry items. Many younger consumers tend to avoid ostentatious symbols of wealth associated with
large diamond and heavy gold jewelry, opting instead to more customizable, personal and affordably priced items.
Hurwitz feels this may present huge opportunities for independent jewelers and jewelry designers,
especially since a number of his interviewees voiced concerns about frequenting crowded shopping malls—
certainly for the near future. “The country now has a greater recognition of the value of small businesses,”
says Hurwitz, noting that a smaller retailer would be better positioned to serve customers who seek more
of “a personal touch than a big chain.”
But Hurwitz warns that the if the diamond and jewelry industry is serious about meeting the needs
of increasingly diverse consumers, it must be committed to their interests. In particular, he points to
products and brands that demonstrate a greater commitment to purpose driven causes such as social
equality, the empowerment of ethnically diverse communities, and protecting the planet through
environmental sustainability.
An important part of this, Hurwitz told JCK, is that the jewelry industry, from design to manufacture to
retail, must make an effort to “get more young people and women and different groups into the industry.
You go into a jewelry store and you rarely see diversity. None of the salespeople look like the people in our video.
I saw that Signet is doing Spanish-language advertising and that’s great. But it’s just a start.”
In sum, as always, there is opportunity in adversity. We just have to look for it.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline.com
diamonddistrict.org
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Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL)

Q. What is Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL)?
A: The Economic Injury Disaster Loan program is structured to provide loans of last resort for small
businesses hit by an environmental or economic disaster. Unlike the PPP, the EIDL program is
managed entirely by the SBA. Following coronavirus shutdowns, the EIDL program capped its loans
between $25,000 and $35,000 and changed the immediate grant to $1,000 for each small-business
employee—not to exceed 10 employees. Unlike the PPP, EIDL loans must be paid back.
Q. Can you carry both PPP and EIDL?
A: Yes, EIDL and PPP may be used together as long as they both don’t go toward the same cost.
For instance, a small business owner could use the PPP to pay rent and employee payroll, while
an EIDL could go toward fixed costs and capital investments.
Q. How long should it take for EIDL applicants to received communication from the SBA?
A: The SBA’s response to EIDL loan requests has been delayed due to tremendous demand and the fact
that the program originally was set up to be regional, not national. After applying online, businesses
are supposed to be contacted by the SBA within 30 days.
Q. Is the EIDL advance $10,000 or up to $10,000?
A: The $10,000 up-front grant has been revised. It is now an immediate grant of $1,000 per employee,
with no more than 10 employees.
SOURCE: Brian Pascus for Crain’s New York Business
Continued on page 14
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ALERT DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
CONTRACTED NYPD DETECTIVE
PREVENTS POSSIBLE DISASTER

Early in the morning on Tuesday, April 14th, our Diamond District Partnership contracted NYPD
detective noticed heavy smoke coming from the front of 15 West. Because our contracted security
team is comprised of highly trained, active members of the NYPD, they all have a constant, direct
radio link to NYPD. Using his police radio, the officer immediately radioed a request for an FDNY
response and within minutes, a stream of FDNY units pulled up on 47th Street.
Following a rapid evaluation to identify the source of the smoke—a minor underground fire in
the MTA vault beneath the street—FDNY first responders moved in quickly to contain the fire.
Thankfully, due to our NYPD detective’s reflexive actions and rapid FDNY response, there were
no resulting injuries or property damage. An emergency Con Ed team was then dispatched to
investigate and promptly remediate the issue.
The Diamond District is grateful to FDNY, Con Ed, and certainly our Diamond District Partnership
contracted NYPD police officers for their immediate and successful efforts to prevent this incident
from escalating to any degree.

diamonddistrict.org
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Applying for SBA Assistance? Be Prepared!
In order to have the best chance of getting a PPP loan, small businesses need to do their homework.
SBA officials cite a lack of preparation as one of the most common mistakes business owners made when
applying for PPP loans during the first round.
It is crucial to have all your paperwork together and up-to-date when you file. This includes key documents
such as your latest tax records and average monthly payroll costs. Failing to provide these may result in
having your loan application denied or delayed.
These are the documents and information typically required to file for a PPP loan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business name, address and contact information
Company formation documents or details of business’s legal organization, structure and ownership
2019 tax returns, as well as previous two years if available
Payroll reports
Mortgage or rent documents
Documentation of utility expenses
Proof your business is active and in good standing
Documentation of how the coronavirus pandemic has negatively impacted your business

In addition to having the paperwork prepared and ready to go, small business owners should make sure
their business credit file is up to date and accurate.
Don’t assume it’s correct. All three of the major business credit bureaus — Dun & Bradstreet, Experian, and
Equifax — compile business credit scores that range from 0 to 100. Access Experian and Dun & Bradstreet
reports for free through Nav or pay a fee to access the reports directly from the bureaus.
Continued on page 16

Continued on page 17
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their doors in the first quarter of 2020, a significant
increase from 100 closings in the first quarter of 2019.
The total included 223 retailers in the category of
“ceased operations” as well as 38 “consolidations
(sale/merger)” and five bankruptcies. The total number
of U.S. jewelry businesses that closed, including retailers,
wholesalers and manufacturers, was 322, an increase
from 125 in the first quarter of 2019.
Meanwhile, JBT reported that 37 new retailers opened
their doors in the U.S., down from 48 in the first quarter
of 2019. The total number of new jewelry businesses,
including retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers,
was 46, down from 57 new businesses in the same
quarter of 2019.
JBT listed a total of 18,388 jewelry retailers in the
U.S. as of the first quarter of 2020, down from 19,151 in
the same quarter a year ago. The group listed 24,280
jewelry businesses in all, including retailers, wholesalers
and manufacturers. That was down from 25,349 in the
first quarter of 2019.
SOURCE: INSTORE

Market Weakness Yields Flexibility for
Alrosa Clients
Acknowledging the
current weakness in the
diamond market, Alrosa
has announced a rare
policy of flexibility which
will enable long-term
clients to delay purchases
until later this year.
In an interview with Rapoport News, a spokesman
for the Russian miner described the policy as a response
to the severe impacts of the coronavirus and global
counter-pandemic measures on the diamond industry:
“Alrosa supports its long-term clients with full flexibility
for the April 2020 trading session, lifting mandatory
buyout requirements.”
According to the company spokesperson, terms of the
temporary policy will enable clients to buy merchandise
via remote diamond viewings complete with detailed
certificates and images of the stones. Purchases will be
transported through a specialist shipping firm. The
spokesperson added that Alrosa expects the majority of
demand to come from its domestic Russian customers.
SOURCE: Joshua Freedman for Rapaport News

A GIA Education –
Your Place, Your Pace.
Online courses from the Gemological Institute
of America offer a multimedia experience that
brings to life essential knowledge on jewelry,
diamonds, colored stones and pearls. Work
towards your GIA credential from the comfort of
your own home.

Learn more at

GIA.edu/gem-education/distance
©2020 GIA. GIA®, the GIA logo and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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JSA Alert
With Jewelers Closed,
Burglars Remain Active
Considered non-essential, jewelry stores have been closed since the beginning of current
national stay-at-home orders. But industrious burglars remain hard at work, says the Jewelers’
Security Alliance (JSA).
Fortunately, says JSA president John Kennedy, most recent burglary attempts have been
unsuccessful thanks to stores following proper security precautions.
“The jewelers have done a good job putting everything away,” he says. “There isn’t the same
temptation for the bad guys going in the store. They know the product isn’t out.”
National crime statistics indicate a general decrease in burglary since COVID-19 began spreading nationwide
in early March.
“We usually get 250 burglaries, or burglary attempts, a year. That’s five or six a week. Now, when we have one, it’s a
big deal,” says Kennedy.
He cites several theories driving for this trend: Less people outside leaves less cover for burglars to seek out
potential targets. “The criminals are definitely lying low,” says Kennedy. “They can’t case the store. And no one is
allowed to be out. If you’re out on the street now, you don’t have the cover of darkness and crowds to protect you.
Plus, where you are going to fence it?”
With current conditions driving professional thieves underground, the current crop of criminals are amateurs.
“It could be drug people, newly unemployed, just desperate people,” he says.
Citing examples, burglars in Chicago broke into a jewelry store through a wall from an adjoining store and got
away with a small amount of merchandise that had been left out of the safe; also in Illinois, burglars again broke
through an adjoining wall but were unable to cut into the safe; and, a burglar wearing a surgical mask tampered
with a Florida jewelry store’s power box but was unsuccessful in his attempts to enter the store.
JSA Offers the Following Suggestions to Help Jewelry Store Owners
Keep Their Stores Safe During the COVID-19 Crisis:

• If local laws permit it, retail jewelers (or their security companies) should regularly inspect their stores, including their
roofs, alarm boxes, and electric junction boxes, either remotely or with an occasional drive by inspection.

• Put all jewelry away in a safe or vault. If space is lacking, at least lock your lowest value merchandise in a closet
or drawer and completely out of sight.

• Respond to all cases of power interruptions or tripped alarms

accompanied by a police officer or guard to inspect the roof, sidewalks
and all points of entry.

• Store high-dollar merchandise in a bank vault, if their insurance policy

permits. Jewelers Mutual Insurance Co. has arranged with Malca Amit
to let covered jewelers have their merchandise picked up and stored in
Malca’s vaults while their stores are closed.

• Owners should check their alarm system, including motion detectors
and camera systems to make sure they are functioning.

• Do not take merchandise home to prevent security risks for jewelers
and their families, unless able to exercise extreme discretion.

SOURCE: JCKOnline.com; Jewelers’ Security Alliance (JSA)
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Crime Report

Long Island Man Kidnapped and Robbed of $100,000 in Jewelry
Nassau police arrested three people accused of
kidnapping and robbing a Long Island man of more
than $100,000 worth of jewelry.
This past March, Karina Giordano, 46, invited 23-yearold male victim to her home in Valley Stream, Long Island,
say Nassau police. Once inside Giordano’s apartment,
the victim was first struck in the head with a handgun by
Matthew Horan, 31, then viciously beaten by
Andrew Horan, 34.
According to the police report, when the victim
refused to hand over his Rolex watch, Andrew Horan
repeatedly hit the man’s hand with a rubber hammer until he removed his watch and two necklaces valued at
$87,000. The thieves also took the victim’s cell phones, wallet and cash, car keys, and a second Rolex watch
valued at $14,500 from his car.
Suspects in 100K Jewelry Kidnapping Heist Image courtesy of Patch

Police say the three attackers tied and gagged the victim then drove with him to his house to gain access to
his safe. The victim somehow managed to escape the car within close proximity to a local police precinct, where
he was able to run for help. His attackers fled the scene, but soon apprehended.
The three suspects are each being held on $1 million bail and charged with multiple counts of robbery,
assault, kidnapping, conspiracy, criminal use of a firearm, and grand larceny.

Three Arrested in Robbery-Murder of Beloved Connecticut Jeweler
Three men have been charged in connection with the robbery and murder of Mark Vuono, owner of Marco
Jewelers in Stamford, Connecticut.
The suspects are Robert Rallo, 56, of Brooklyn, Thomas Liberatore, 62, of White Plains, and Paul “Tony Pro”
Prosano, 59, of Brooklyn.
According to the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Connecticut, Vuono was found lying in front of a safe
with a gunshot wound by a walk-in customer. Police and paramedics responded and pronounced Vuono dead at
the scene. He was 69.
Surveillance video obtained from Marco Jewelers revealed that after being dropped off in a car driven by
Prosano, suspects Rallo and Liberatore entered the store. Rallo, armed with a handgun, engaged in a physical
altercation with Vuono, while Liberatore stole items from the display cases.
The footage shows that as Vuono and Rallo struggled next to a large open safe, Rallo reached into the safe and
pulled out a .357 Magnum revolver and shot and killed Vuono. Rallo and Liberatore exited the store and fled in a
waiting car driven by Prosano.
“These three defendants are alleged to have committed a brazen, violent robbery that left an innocent victim
dead,” U.S. Attorney John H. Durham said in the release, thanking FBI and local police enforcement agencies for
apprehending the perpetrators. “This investigation is ongoing and, in coordination with our state counterparts,
additional charges are expected.”

SOURCE: INSTORE
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Criminal Commandos Stage Brazen Gold Bar Heist and Airborne Escape
Minas de Oro Nacional, a subsidiary of the Canadian firm Alamos Gold, fell
victim to an early morning commando-style heist that resulted in the loss of an
unspecified amount of gold/silver alloy from its Los Mulatos mine in Sahuaripa,
Sonora this past April.

The Mulatos mine in Sonora

According to a company spokesperson, five armed men subdued
a team of security personnel loading the bars, called doré, onto an airplane
parked on the mine’s airstrip. Moments later a small aircraft landed, and the
thieves loaded the bars onto their own plane.

The heist took less than 10 minutes to carry out and ended with the plane taking off into the morning sky
loaded with the stolen precious metals and the commandos escaping to the mountains.
The company, which said no one was hurt in the robbery, implemented security and emergency protocols
and alerted the authorities.
Theft of doré bars from mining companies has been a problem in Sonora for years, but usually on the highway
during transportation. This may be the first instance of thieves using an airplane to carry out a robbery.
SOURCE: Mexico News Daily; El Universal

Early Stages of $1.3 Million Bronx Burglary Caught on Video
NYPD this week released surveillance footage revealing the moments before four thieves broke into Gold
Mine Jewelry on East Fordham Road in the Bronx before getting away with the whopping $1.3 million worth
of jewels.
The footage shows the men in dark clothing and face masks exit a Mercedes-Benz and walk toward the store.
The group climbed a ladder in the alleyway of the building to gain access to the roof, police said.
The video clip then shows the men descending a staircase leading from the roof to the street-level store—
with flashlights, crowbars and a duffel bag in hand. The thieves entered an adjoining training center then made
a hole in the wall to enter the jewelry store through a closet.
Police were notified the next morning after employees discovered the empty safe and display cases.

SOURCE: NY Post

Burglars Bungle Gold Bag Grab from Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar
A group of burglars reportedly stole gold from a jewelry shop in Istanbul’s
iconic Grand Bazaar, which has been closed due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
The thieves, arriving in a car around 3 a.m., climbed atop the roof of the
historic marketplace and proceeded to break into a jewelry shop. The
suspects, who tried to leave back through the roof, dropped two bags of
gold but managed to get away. Police arrived at the scene after passersby
reported the burglary.
Gold Theft in Turkey

Police are investigating the identity of the burglars and researching whether
the two bags of gold were all they escaped with from the shop.

SOURCE: DAILY SABAH
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